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CLEMENTINE TANGERINE
2171 4/5LBS
Clementine are tiny, easy to
peel oranges that are
members of the mandarin
family. They are so easy to
peel, they are also known as
“kid glove oranges” as it is
told that a lady could peel
them with out dirtying her
gloves.

BABY KIWI

2077 Case
The thin, smooth, bright
green skin of the Hardy
variety kiwifruit (fondly
known as Baby Kiwi) protects
bright green flesh that
looks exactly like a
miniature version of the
common Kiwi. The flavor is
similar, but Baby Kiwi is
often sweeter. Great for
amenity baskets and
beautiful presentation!

HoneyCrisp Apple

4704
100ct
Sweet, juicy. Apples make a
good addition to the menu
for both adults and
children. Offer apple slices
as an alternative to French
fries on children's menu.
Kids love them, and parents
like the healthy option.

7091 14/20ct
Very crispy, firm, mildly sweet
and juicy. They are excellent
sliced and added into salads,
served with cheese or to
make sorbet, juice or purees
from. The flesh is ivory, very
crispy and the shape of the
fruit is (generally) round,
hence the nickname “apple
pears”.

NECTARINE

2195 Case
Nectarines are almost
identical to peaches. There is
only one gene that separates
them, the one that
determines whether the skin
has fuzz on it or not. The
taste of a nectarine is very
similar to that of a peach,

PEACH YELLOW

2207 Case
Indigenous to China, the
Peach has made it's journey
through Persia to the
Americas where it evolved
into countless varieties.
Known for it's sweet flavor
balanced perfectly by acidity,
the Peach is perfect to use in
deserts and savory dishes
alike.

Blood Orange

10451 10lbs
The Blood Orange is a hybrid
that first appeared in Europe
around 1850. Common
throughout Italy, It is easily
distinguished by the rich
burgundy color of its juice.
The ten to twelve segments
of its fruit are nearly
seedless. The blood-red pulp
has a sweet flavor.
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